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Abstract. The increasing number of sequenced organisms has opened
new possibilities for the computational discovery of cis-regulatory el-
ements (‘motifs’) based on phylogenetic footprinting. Word-based, ex-
haustive approaches are among the best performing algorithms, however,
they pose significant computational challenges as the number of candi-
date motifs to evaluate is very high. In this contribution, we describe
a parallel, distributed-memory framework for de novo comparative mo-
tif discovery. Within this framework, two approaches for phylogenetic
footprinting are implemented: an alignment-based and an alignment-free
method. The framework is able to statistically evaluate the conservation
of motifs in a search space containing over 160 million candidate motifs
using a distributed-memory cluster with 200 CPU cores in a few hours.
Software available from http://bioinformatics.intec.ugent.be/blsspeller/
Keywords: Motif discovery, phylogenetic footprinting, parallel comput-
ing, distributed-memory
1 Introduction
Over the past decade, numerous computational methods have been proposed
for the discovery of cis-regulatory elements (so-called ‘motifs’) in genomic se-
quences [1]. The most simple approaches are based on the notion of overrep-
resentation, i.e., the observation that a specific word occurs more often in a
DNA sequence than would be expected by chance. However, as motifs are typi-
cally short and degenerate, it is difficult to discriminate between true, functional
motifs and background noise.
As more and more organisms are being sequenced, methods based on phylo-
genetic footprinting are becoming increasingly attractive. The underlying idea is
that functional regions in the DNA are subjected to selective pressure, conserving
them over long evolutionary distances, in contrast to non-functional DNA which
can diverge freely [2]. Such methods can therefore detect cis-regulatory elements
with increased sensitivity through the identification of conserved sequences.
We developed a word-based methodology for comparative motif discovery
(unpublished). Whereas most other methods restrict themselves to a (promising)
subset of candidate motifs [3, 4], our method is exhaustive, i.e., all words (up to
a prespecified length and expressed in a degenerate alphabet) that appear in the
input sequences are scored for conservation. Additionally, whereas most existing
tools rely on pre-generated multiple sequence alignments [5–8] (MSA) to select
conserved motif instances, our method has the ability to run in both alignment-
based and alignment-free mode. The alignment-free mode has the advantage
that it can detect conserved motif instances, even for distantly related species
for which the generation of meaningful multiple sequence alignments is difficult.
In this contribution, we discuss the parallel framework for comparative mo-
tif discovery in which these methods were implemented. The main motivation
for the development of such framework, is to make effective use of a large,
distributed-memory cluster in order to deal with the increased computational re-
quirements inherent to word-based phylogenetic footprinting. More specifically,
the computational requirements are high because:
1. Our method exhaustively scores all words (up to a prespecified length)
that are present in the input sequences. The advantage of this exhaustive
approach is that optimal and complete results are produced (as opposed
to statistical methods which yield a limited number of local optima, e.g.
MEME [9]).
2. We allow candidate motifs to be expressed in a degenerate alphabet, leading
to a combinatorial increase of the number of words to evaluate. Currently,
we allow words to be expressed in a five-letter alphabet (A, C, G, T and N),
however, more sensitive results could be obtained by allowing for two-fold
degenerate characters or even the full IUPAC alphabet, again at the cost of
increased computational requirements.
3. In order to avoid the recomputation of previously generated intermediate
results, we keep all words and their conservation information in memory.
Because of the large number of words, the memory requirements can exceed
what can be provided by a typical workstation, advocating the development
of a distributed-memory implementation.
4. In our current studies, we use four related organisms. The current trend is
to incorporate more and more organisms, as this may again improve the
sensitivity of the method.
5. In order to assess whether a word is significantly conserved, we employ the
genome-wide statistical evaluation that was introduced in [10]. This gives rise
to data dependencies between processes and hence, significant inter-process
communication. By carefully choosing how the data is partitioned across the
local memories of the different machines, communication volumes can be
minimized.
Additional motivation can be found by looking at the evolution of computer
hardware: since the introduction of the first multi-core CPU around 2003, com-
putational power of a CPU chip has mainly progressed by incorporating more
and more CPU cores. Additionally, powerful clusters are created by assembling a
large number of workstations and connecting them with an intercommunication
network. In order to take advantage of such hardware configurations, parallel
software methodologies must be developed.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the framework’s workflow
is discussed, along with a discussion of how ‘conservation’ is quantified and
how the genome-wide statistical testing is performed. In Section 3, the parallel,
distributed-memory implementation is described. Section 4 presents results and
current limitations of the proposed framework, followed by a conclusion and
future research directions in Section 5.
Our parallel framework is open-source and can be obtained free of charge
from http://bioinformatics.intec.ugent.be/blsspeller.
2 Comparative motif discovery framework
Consider a number of S related species for which orthologous genes are grouped
into so-called gene families. The promoter sequences upstream of the genes are
extracted. The assumption underlying phylogenetic footprinting is that the genes
within a family are regulated by the same (set of) transcription factors. In its
most simple form, each of the F different gene families contains a single promoter
sequence (2 strands) from each organism. The input hence consists of 2SF dif-
ferent promoter sequences1 with a total length of N = 2SFNs characters, where
Ns denotes the length of a single promoter sequence.
The framework consists of two phases: the intra-family and inter-family
phase. During the intra-family step, words are scored for conservation within
each family individually; in the inter-family step, a confidence score is estab-
lished for each word w by comparing the number of gene families in which w is
conserved to a background model. This statistical model was adopted from [10].
Both phases are now described in more detail.
Intra-family phase During this step, each gene family is processed individually.
Given a specific gene family, all words with a length between lmin and lmax that
occur within that family are exhaustively enumerated and scored for conserva-
tion. The outcome for each word w is binary: either it is sufficiently conserved
within that family or it is not. The framework imposes no restrictions on what
kind of conservation metric is used. The goal of this phase is to count the number
of gene families in which each word w is conserved.
In our software, we provide two complementary ways of doing this. In the
alignment-based mode, we rely on pre-generated MSAs of the promoter sequences
in a family. Words are then enumerated by adopting a sliding window approach
1 Note that we also take paralogous genes into account, hence our dataset is actually
slightly larger than described.
and conservation is based on whether a word is aligned in several species within
the MSA. Alternatively, in the alignment-free mode, a generalized suffix tree
(GST) [11] is constructed [12] from the sequences within a family, and the speller
algorithm [13, 14] is used to enumerate all words. The degree of conservation of
a word w is based only on the presence or absence of w in a promoter sequence,
regardless of the (relative) position or orientation of w. The alignment-free mode
is especially beneficial for organisms that are more diverged, for which the gen-
eration of MSAs is difficult or even impossible.
In both approaches, the degree of conservation of a given word w is quantified
in a biologically meaningful way, by means of the branch length score (BLS) [10].
The BLS ranges between 0% (not conserved at all) to 100% (fully conserved in
all sequences) and takes the phylogenetic relationships between the organisms
into account. If the BLS exceeds a certain threshold T , the word w is assumed
to be conserved in that gene family.
Every conserved word w is stored in a hash table, along with the number
of gene families Fw in which w is conserved. The hash table hence consists of
a large number of < w,Fw > key-value pairs. Words that are not conserved are
not stored in the table.
Inter-family phase During this step, for each word w that is stored in the hash
table, it is established whether or not this word is significantly conserved in the
complete dataset, i.e., all gene families. A confidence score C is established by
comparing the number of gene families Fw in which w is conserved to the median
number of gene families Fbg in which random permutations of w are conserved
as follows:
C =
[
1− Fbg
Fw
]
(1)
Stated more precisely, given a word w, the framework generates a large num-
ber (default value = 1000) of random permutations of w and establishes the
number of gene families in which these random permutations are conserved. Fbg
then denotes the median (or representative) value. Note that all information
needed to calculate the background model has already been generated during
the intra-family step and can be retrieved by simple lookup operations in the
hash table. The background model Fbg can be seen as the expected number of
gene families in which a word with the same length and character composition
will be conserved. If the candidate motif w is conserved in many more families
that what could be expected by chance, a high confidence C will be obtained.
All words w with a confidence C that exceeds a threshold (default value = 90%)
are retained and are considered true motifs.
The framework allows for the use of several conservation thresholds Ti (i =
1 . . . t) in a single run. In that case, the hash table stores < w, Fw > pairs, where
Fw now denotes a vector that holds the number of gene families in which w is
conserved for each of the different thresholds Ti separately. A confidence value
C is then obtained as the maximum confidence calculated over all thresholds Ti.
C = max
i=1...t
[
1− Fbg[i]
Fw[i]
]
(2)
The use of different thresholds provides for the detection of motifs that are
significantly conserved in only a subset of the species (and thus reduced conser-
vation threshold) in a single run and hence computationally efficient manner.
3 Distributed-memory, parallel implementation
For realistic datasets, the sequential algorithm described in the previous section
is computationally demanding. Even though the total number of words Nw to
consider scales linearly with the total input size (Nw = O(N)), the number of
words to consider is huge. This results in very large runtimes for the sequential
algorithm.
Each word w that is conserved in at least one gene family is stored in ran-
dom access memory, along with the number of gene families Fw in which it is
conserved, and this for a number of BLS thresholds. The clear advantage of
this approach is a strong reduction in runtime during the calculation of the
background model for each motif (see Section 2). The disadvantage is that the
memory requirements exceed what can be typically provided by a single work-
station. A parallel, distributed-memory framework (see Fig. 1) was developed to
alleviate both the runtime and memory bottlenecks.
In the intra-family phase, the different gene families are uniformly distributed
among the different parallel processes. Each process hence handles a subset of
the gene families, and has a local hash table in which its < w, Fw > pairs are
stored. This step is communication-free. At the end of this phase, a given word
w can be contained by several processes, each holding only partial values in their
respective Fw vectors.
In a single communication phase, these partial Fw vectors are accumulated.
This is achieved by redistributing all words over the different processes, such that
corresponding words are sent to the same process. That process can then sum
the partial Fw vectors for each word w. Additionally, we partition the different
words among the local memories of the different processes in such way that a
given word and its permutations end up in the same process. For example, both
the word w = CACGTG and w′ = AGTGCC belong to the same permutation
group and will end up in the same process. More specifically, for each word w,
a hash value h is computed that only depends on the character composition of
w, but not on the order of the characters within w. The words CACGTG and
AGTGCC hence yield the same hash value h. This value is used to determine
the process to which these words will be sent.
In order to obtain a uniform workload distribution during the inter-family
phase, we assign a weight Wg to each permutation group g that corresponds to
the maximum number of words represented by this permutation group:
Wg =
(nA + nC + nG + nT + nN )!
nA!nC !nG!nT !nN !
,
... 
Intra-family phase 
Process 1 Process P 
Communication 
phase 
Inter-family phase 
w conserved in 
3/4 organisms 
BLS score  
for w: 73% 
word w 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 
… 
CACGTG 23 20 16 12 4 2 
ACCGGT 1 1 0 0 0 0 
… 
TGANTGA 18 15 11 9 4 1 
GTATAGN 2 1 0 0 0 0 
… 
w’ conserved in 
2/4 organisms 
BLS score  
for w’: 23% 
gene family x gene family y 
local hash table 
word w 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 
… 
CACGTG 14 12 8 4 2 1 
TGGCAC 1 1 1 0 0 0 
… 
TGANTGA 12 7 5 4 4 2 
GANATTG 1 1 0 0 0 0 
… 
local hash table 
word w 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 
… 
CACGTG 156 120 103 72 64 37 
ACCGGT 3 3 2 1 0 0 
TGGCAC 4 4 4 3 1 0 
… 
aggregated hash table 
word w 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 
… 
TGANTGA 113 87 72 40 23 13 
GTATAGN 7 6 3 0 0 0 
GANATTG 12 12 8 4 3 2 
… 
aggregated hash table 
statistical evaluation 
… 
CACGTG: significant 
ACCGGT: not significant 
TGGCAC: not significant 
… 
statistical evaluation 
… 
TGANTGA: significant 
GTATAGN: not significant 
GANATTG: not significant 
… 
... 
... 
Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the parallel framework. In the intra-family step, the
different gene families are distributed among the P different parallel processes and
each process independently scores all words within those families for conservation. A
local hash table stores all < w,Fw > pairs which indicate in how many gene families w
has been conserved. During a single communication step, words are shuﬄed between
parallel processes such that a given word and its permutations end up in the same
process. In the inter-family step, partial Fw vectors are aggregated and for each word
w, the significance of conservation is determined.
where nX denotes the number of characters X in a word of the permutation
group. This weight is used to attribute roughly the same number of words to
each process.
During the inter-family phase, the confidence values C are computed for each
word w. This step can again be performed in parallel, as each process now holds
different words. Note that because of the particular distribution of words during
the previous step, this phase is now communication-free. Indeed, for every word
w, all random permutations of w that are conserved are stored in the hash table
of the same process. A certain random permutation that is not found in the
local hash table, is not conserved in any gene family. To speed up the confidence
calculations, only a single background model per permutation group is computed
to which the candidate motifs are compared.
4 Results and Current Limitations
The framework was implemented in C/C++ and the Message Passing Inter-
face (MPI) was used to handle the inter-node communication. All runs were
performed on a computer cluster consisting of 25 nodes, each node containing
two quad-core Intel Xeon L5420 CPUs and 16 GByte of RAM each (200 CPU
cores and 400 GByte of RAM in total). The nodes communicate through a QDR
Infiniband high-speed interconnection network.
As a dataset, we consider four monocot plant species: Oryza sativa ssp. in-
dica, Brachipodium distachyon, Sorghum bicolor and Zea mays. Using the ‘in-
tegrative orthology viewer’ in PLAZA 2.5 [15, 16], the orthology relationships
between these grasses were inferred. We extracted two datasets, one with an
upstream promoter length Ns = 500 bp, and a second dataset with a promoter
length Ns = 2 kbp. In total, the dataset consists of F = 17 724 gene families
and 163 064 regulatory sequences (counting both forward and reverse strands).
All words that exist in these datasets were exhaustively enumerated. Words are
expressed in a 5-letter degenerated alphabet: the four bases A, C, G, T and the
N character. A maximum of three ‘N’ characters were allowed per word. Both
datasets were run using the alignment-based and alignment-free mode. Table 1
provides details for each run.
Clearly, the alignment-free mode is computationally more intensive than the
alignment-based mode. This is because the definition of ‘conservation’ during the
intra-family step is much more relaxed in the alignment-free mode, hence yielding
a much higher number of words that are found to be conserved and stored in
the hash table. However, because the same definition of ‘conservation’ is used
for both the candidate word w and its control motifs (i.e. random permutations
used to build the background model), the statistical test during the inter-family
phase is consistent, filtering only those motifs that are conserved in a much higher
number of families than expected in a random dataset. In the remainder of this
Section, we focus on the computational issues. We discuss the alignment-free run
on the 500bp dataset.
Table 1. Motif discovery on four monocotyldon species. The dataset consists of 17 724
gene families. AF = alignment-free, AB = alignmnent-based.
Promoter Modus Number of Runtime Number of words Number of
length Ns parallel processes P (walltime) per family (avg.) sign. motifs
500 bp AB 96 0h12 18 150 865 512
500 bp AF 96 0h57 178 000 1 356 004
2 kbp AB 96 0h30 28 000 902 983
2 kbp AF 200 4h25 628 000 1 689 998
During the intra-family phase, each process scores the conservation of each
word in a subset of all families. Using 96 parallel processes, each process is
attributed roughly 185 families. This step takes 48 minutes or 85% of the total
runtime. The load was found to be well-balanced, as the required time per family
is roughly equal for each family individually. Within this step, only 6% of the
time is spent on the initial construction of the GSTs whereas 94% of the time is
spent in the discovery algorithm and the computation of the BLS values.
In the communication phase, all words are repartitioned among the different
processes in such way that both a given word w and all permutations of w that
were found during the intra-family step are attributed to the same process. The
frequency vectors Fw corresponding to the same words are immediately merged
to limit the memory overhead. The total time for this step is 8 minutes time
or 14% of the total runtime. The actual time spent redistributing the data is
5 minutes or 9% of the total runtime, while the remaining time is spent on
the packing and unpacking of the motif frequency vectors and the merging of
corresponding motifs. Note that we use a high-speed Infiniband interconnection
network, but that the use of an Ethernet network is also possible, as this step
has only a limited contribution to the total runtime.
The inter-family phase is again communication-free and consist of the sta-
tistical testing of all words w. It required only 20 seconds or 0.6% of the total
runtime.
Because no computations are duplicated in the parallel algorithm, and be-
cause the single communication step has only a limited contribution to the total
runtime, we expect our algorithm to exhibit a significant speedup, compared
to the sequential algorithm. Note that we cannot process the complete dataset
on a single node, making it difficult to estimate the exact speedup. For smaller
datasets however, we achieve a speedup of up to 120, using 256 parallel processes.
The main limitation of the framework however, lies in the increased memory
requirements, compared to the sequential algorithm. Whereas the sequential al-
gorithm requires only a single < w,Fw > pair for each individual word w, the par-
allel algorithm has additional memory requirements because several < w,Fw >
pairs might be stored in the local memories of different parallel processes. This
is the case when w is found to be conserved in several gene families, contained
by different processes. Therefore, the aggregated memory requirements at the
end of the intra-family step are higher than in the sequential algorithm. For the
largest simulation (2 kbp promoters and alignment-free mode), each of the 200
processes required almost 2 GByte of memory, yielding an aggregated memory
requirement of roughly 400 GByte. Currently, this is the main limitation of the
framework.
5 Conclusion and Future Research directions
In this contribution, we have presented a parallel framework for comparative mo-
tif discovery. The framework is word-based and gene-centric, as it takes a number
of orthologous promoter sequences from related species as input. A measure of
conservation can be defined in a flexible way. The framework allows for differ-
ent alphabets (e.g. 4-letter alphabet, 4-letter alphabet + ‘N’ character, or even
the full IUPAC alphabet) and provides for a statistical evaluation of candidate
motifs based on count statistics. The framework can take advantage of large
distributed-memory clusters in order to deal with high computational require-
ments.
Within this parallel framework, we have implemented two methodologies.
First, an alignment-based approach where conservation is scored based on pre-
generated multiple sequence alignments and second, an alignment-free approach
where conservation does not depend on the relative position or orientation of
the candidate motif. In both cases, the branch length score (BLS) was used to
quantify conservation, taking the phylogenetic relationships between the organ-
isms into account. Using this framework, we exhaustively processed four plant
species.
The framework is implemented using the Message Passing Interface (MPI),
but bears some conceptual resemblance with the map-reduce paradigm, where
two compute phases are effectively separated by a single communication step.
The framework can undoubtedly be cast in e.g. Hadoop’s map-reduce imple-
mentation. The advantage of using such scheme, is that Hadoop provides for an
automatic load balancing of both map and reduce phase and can recover from
node failures. More importantly, map-reduce can operate out-of-core, streaming
data to local hard disks if the local memory capacities turn out to be insufficient.
This should, in turn allow for the handling of a larger number of organisms, or
provide for more sensitive alphabets (e.g. the full IUPAC alphabet), with the
ultimate goal of obtaining a comparative motif discovery method with increased
sensitivity.
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